from the arcade

banishing pain

The hectic pace of urban existence is hugely rewarding but it also tends to take
its toll on the human body. This largely gets manifested in the forms of neck
and back pains. Orthocure at South Point Mall has a cure
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rthocure, located at South
Point Mall, aims to bring
out a change in the way
orthopaedic problems can
be treated by avoiding the
use of drugs and surgery.
Back and neck pains are the most frequent
yet the most ignored problem that we face
from time to time. Our usual response to
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both these problems remain medicines or
surgery for long time solutions. Orthocure,
an initiative by Sunil Baijal was started
as he believed that a lot was missing in the
area of healthcare specially when it came to
orthopaedic complications. As surgeries and
medicines dominated the treatment of back
and neck pain, the services at Orthocure
provide you with long term solutions through
machines and other protocols with minimal

use of drugs.
The clinic offers everything under one roof
from doctors from top class hospitals to
physiotherapists along with highly technical
machines for treatment. The machines used
at Orthocure have been successfully used
in US, Canada and Europe with hundreds
of people being cured with it. The Special
Decompression Machine has been developed

Orthocure was
started because
there was a lot
that seemed to be
missing in the area
of healthcare

in Canada and is used specially for the
problem of slip disk which a lot of working
population faces on a daily basis.
MedX which had been quite successful in
the US for about 15-20 years now, is used
extensively for chronic and neck pain. The
advantage that Orthocure carries with it is
the fact, that it is located within the periphery
of DLF5 making it easier for the residents to
come with their problems rather than rushing

to a top class hospital and waiting for long
hours. Secondly, since surgery is avoided, the
treatment becomes available at a reasonable
price. Also, the place does not totally rule out
traditional physiotherapy. It is combined with
new age technology for better results.
So the next time, you feel that there is a
potential neck or back pain, do not rush to the
hospital OPD, just contact Orthocure, your all
in one solution to orthopaedic pains.
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